
Get a better overview and control of 
your cloud services.

Cloud Cop is your auditor in the cloud and will help you to achieve control of your cloud 
environment, for better overview, the right level of security, reduced costs, and increased 
efficiency.

When using cloud services, it's important to 
consider what is most important for your company 
in terms of protecting its values and achieving 
increased results. 

Our solution simplifies policy administration and 
streamlines governance processes with our best 
practice-based approach tailored to business 
needs. 

Our graphical interface makes it easy to implement, 
administer and access custom policies, while our 
value-added abstraction layer categorizes and 
clarifies frameworks. This gives you faster and 
easier access to reports, an auditor function, and 
multi-tenancy.

Examples of important factors for securing operations 
include:

• Control of data and service location
• Control of data traffic
• Data classification
• Better overview of components
• Proactive cost control
• Protecting certificates
• Compliance with standards such as ISO27001 

To achieve desired results with cloud services, it's 
crucial to establish rules that ensure the use of cloud 
services aligns with what's important for your 
business. 

We help you quickly establish compliance, achieve 
simple, structured and efficient management, and 
facilitate better value creation for your company.
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This is why you should choose

Cloud Cop

Preparing for the future.
Most businesses that use cloud services do so 
gradually. As a result, it's easy to forget about the 
consequences of future scaling when complexity 
gradually builds up, which can be difficult to manage.

To start off on the right foot, think ahead and 
establish the most important policies, rules and metrics 
to be prepared to handle the complexity that will 
gradually arise in your cloud environment and to 
protect your values.

We use "best practices."
Our goal is to provide you with the right 
recommendations based on best practices from 
various industries in a simplified and more efficient 
way, so that you can establish the right policies, rules 
and metrics tailored to your business.

Increased Value Creation
Despite the fact that cloud services already have 
reporting tools that provide technical information 
about the environment, it is still necessary to 
optimize usage in order to get relevant information 
for the business. 

This can be done by establishing rules within the 
platform to efficiently control usage, resulting in a 
better reporting foundation for cost control, security, 
development, and operations.

What is Cloud Cop?
Cloud Cop is a system that helps businesses 
ensure compliance with security frameworks, such 
as ISO27001 and NIST. It includes management 
tools and consulting services for establishing and 
enforcing policies and rules.

In this way, the business can gain better insight and 
control to ensure things are done correctly, whether 
by your own IT department or by vendors.
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